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1.19 Process control and monitoring

 A control loop senses, monitors and adjusts a process to maintain it within preset requirements.  The loop consists of 

instruments, computers and computer-controlled equipment that interact to make continuous fine adjustments.  Operators 

are required to run their plants from control panels.  They view the control panel dials, lights and readouts and from them 

they interpret the plant and equipment operating condition.  It is critical that every indicator on the panel be a true reflection 

of the equipment’s state out in the plant. 

If a control panel indicator means something is on or off then it must reflect the true physical operating condition of the 

equipment.  Anything different confuses people, leads to errors and wastes money to fix the damage that must eventually 

occur.   

The sole purpose of using process control in, say, the making of beer, is to detect what is happening during manufacture 

and to decide if something needs to be changed to insure the beer meets the necessary specification.  The key words are ‘to 

detect’, ‘to decide’, ‘to change’ and ‘to meet specification’.  A control loop can do all these things automatically. 

Control loop components

A control loop is made up of the components shown in Figure No 1.  It consists of –  

• a sensor to detect the process, 

• a transmitter to make the sensor signal into an electrical signal, 

• a controller that tests that the signal meets a pre-set value and if not makes the adjustments required, 

• a final controlling element(s) that physically move and alter its position (e.g. a control valve), 

• a converter that changes an electrical signal into a proportional force or a force into an electrical signal (a transducer), 

• the medium (like steam, chilled water, etc) that provides the energy change to the process to produce the correction. 

Figure No. 1 Feed Forward Control Loop Components 

Open and closed loops

Very simple control loops that detect an incoming process variable and display the value to an operator are called ‘open 

loop’ control systems.  In this case it is up to the operator to make any changes to the process.  As soon as a final control 

element is added to allow incoming process variable adjustment the complexity and cost of the loop rises sharply.  The 

final control element requires a decision-making device (the controller) to signal it to move.  Such an arrangement is called 

a ‘closed loop’ control system because the sensor’s signal controls the reaction of the loop from the initially detected 

process change right through to the finally detected adjustment.  The entire change starts and ends (closes) with the sensor 

detecting the proper required conditions. 

Feed back – feed forward systems

The requirements for the speed and accuracy of the control loop response determine whether ‘feed back’ or ‘feed forward’ 

control is used.  Feed back control measures the final product and checks it is produced to within the specification 

tolerance.  If it is not it within tolerance the final control element is adjusted to make corrections. 

Feed forward control measures the incoming variables before they go through the process, making sure they are within 

preset tolerance before combining together to make the product.  Feed forward control is the more complex and expensive 

method to use. 

One can see that it is best to use the least complex and inexpensive control loop phylosophy possible.  Complex loops 

require expensive components; great amounts of effort programming and tuning the controller; are easily ‘confused’ by 

abnormal process occurrences; require unending maintenance to retain their sensitivity; demand high levels of emergency 

spare parts and the presence of highly skilled operators and maintainers. 

The right control loop choice can only be made when the product specification tolerance is well understood.  If low cost 

control is required the product specification must have a wide range of customer acceptability.  Tight tolerances add great 

cost. 


